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1. Prep your skin - a moisturizer for your skin type, a lightweight
eye cream, and lip conditioner will make a tremendous different in
how your makeup applies and how the finished product looks.
 
2. Groom your brows - brush brow hairs up and over so all of the
hairs look groomed and polished. I like to use a tinted brow gel to
lightly fill in and hold the hairs in place. If you have any gaps in
your brow hair, I like to use a tiny brow pencil and lightly draw in
hair-like strokes for a natural look.
 
3. Add color back in on your cheeks! Blush is the part of the
makeup that helps you look even happier and healthier! I like to
use my fingers to tap a little cream blush on the cheeks and blend
up and out.
 
4. False lashes help to open and define the eyes. They look very
natural in photographs and make a huge difference! If you have
never applied them before, I recommend practicing a few times
before your photos. I think the best time to practice is at night,
before bed, because you can just wash off anything that goes awry.
If you don't feel comfortable with lashes, use plenty of mascara!
 
5. Don't forget to define your lips - use more color than you would
normally. If you want a nude look, make sure to define the lips
with lip liner so they don't disappear into your skin.
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I hope you found these tips helpful!  I'd love to hear

your thoughts - email me at klt@katielainethornton.com 

 

If you would like custom tips for your routine, I'd love

to set up a virtual or in-person lesson with you!
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